Gardens and the Environment

  - The book demonstrates how different plants grow in the ground.
  - The alphabet book uses words relating to gardens.
  - A person grows vegetables and then makes vegetable soup.
  - Different plants grow into a rainbow of colors.
  - The book shows how one can compost using natural waste to grow a garden.
  - The rabbit family enjoys planting flowers for the fall. The little girl bunny, Flora, plants a toy house that becomes a bird house in the spring.
  - Children grow pumpkins for Halloween.
  - A boy succeeds in growing a carrot despite the fact that everybody believes the carrot will not grow.
  - A song has lyrics about gardening.
  - A girl counts objects in a Japanese garden.
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- A rabbit plants carrot seeds to make carrot soup eventually, but his friends take his carrot to make his soup.

- The book is a collection of poetry about gardening.